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OVERVIEW

ETFs make their mark
with wealth advisers and
managers
By Beverly Chandler
June has seen two events in the ETF
calendar organised by firms who have
overcome their market competitiveness with
each other in favour of educating investors.
The ETF Forum is an independent,
UK-based partnership founded by ETF/ETP
providers BMO Global Asset Management,
ETF Securities, Source in association with
Legal & General Investment Management
and WisdomTree Europe.
The stated aim of The ETF Forum – which
covers not only exchange traded funds
(ETFs), but the entire ETP landscape – is to
provide advisers and wealth managers with
a better understanding of ETFs and how to
use them as effective investment tools to
build or enhance well-diversified portfolios.
“We have a common desire to increase
ETF education among investors,” says Marc
Knowles, director of ETFs, at BMO.
ETF take-up across the world has seen
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assets under management overtake that other
stalwart of the alternative field, hedge funds,
as they have suffered loss of performance in
recent years. The most recent figures from
ETFGI show assets invested in ETFs/ETPs
listed globally reached a new record high of
USD3.143 trillion at the end of May 2016, with
6,374 ETFs/ETPs, with 12,200 listings, from
280 providers listed on 65 exchanges in 53
countries.
In terms of Europe, ETFs in Europe
gathered USD2.68 billion in net new assets
in May, marking 20 consecutive months of
positive net inflows. At the end of May 2016,
the European ETF/ETP industry had 2,219
ETFs/ETPs, with 6,927 listings, assets of
USD530 billion, from 52 providers listed on 25
exchanges in 21 countries.
Passive investment in the form of ETFs
is beating active, although original players
in the ETF space might not recognise new
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entrants to the sector, whose ETFs are
becoming increasingly smart through factor
use or offering access to shorting and
leveraging markets.
From a study published in early June,
European ETF provider Source revealed that,
on average, institutional investors – and, in
a separate poll, financial advisers – predict
the global ETF market will double in size
over the next five years to account for 6 per
cent of global investment fund assets under
management. Source’s findings were that
just 2 per cent of respondents expect the
market to shrink in terms of assets under
management while 6 per cent believe that
assets in ETPs will grow to between 11-15
per cent of the total investment fund market.
The research found that just 9 per cent
of respondents expect to decrease their
allocation to ETPs over the next 12 months.
A third (33 per cent) expects to increase
their allocation, with 7 per cent looking to
increase this ‘significantly’. On average,
respondents said that passives/ index funds
account for 8 per cent of their overall assets
under management.
Lower costs were cited as the main benefit
of ETPs over other investment funds (cited by
53 per cent of respondents), followed by more
choice (18 per cent), better liquidity (18 per
cent), and innovation (15 per cent).
The research also found a significant
number of respondents (43 per cent) agree
that ETPs are increasingly being used
as long-term investments at the centre
of portfolios as opposed to playing more
tactical, short-term roles. A further 33 per
cent said that this may be the case; less
than a quarter (22 per cent) said they did not
see ETFs/ ETPs being used as long-term
investments at the centre of portfolios.
Interviews from the ETF Express Awards
earlier this year, showed that ETFs are being
used for all sorts of portfolio positioning
and that there are new entrants to the
field, coming from the more traditional
brokerage and adviser sectors. Speaking
at the etfexpress Awards 2016 in London,
Townsend Lansing, Executive Director
– Head of ETCs, ETF Securities (UK),
commented on the exponential growth of
ETFs. “They are here to stay,” he said. “They
are essential building blocks in a portfolio.”
However, their growth has not gone
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unnoticed by regulators and a somewhat
sceptical financial press. In his speech at
the ETF Awards, Lansing commented on
a recent letter, published in The Financial
Times that sought to address the bad press
the sector receives.
“Fears that ETFs are the next crisis are all
misplaced,” he said. “More active managers
are looking to ETFs, and more retailers are
continuing to move into the sector.”
One of the big drivers of the ETF push
into the traditional wealth management
and IFA territory is fee pressure. ETFs offer
cheap access to an index and earlier this
year WisdomTree Europe’s co-CEO Hector
McNeil published a note on this very issue,
predicting that the coming year will see a
greater focus on performance in ETFs.
“The pricing of core ETFs has already
arguably won the battle with mutual funds
when it comes to the provision of passive
trackers. Now we are seeing a shift in focus
in terms of investor expectations as they
become more aware of the opportunities and
breadth of asset management benefits the ETF
wrapper can deliver for them,” McNeil said.
“We are yet to see this focus on
performance after fees in the ETF space to
the same extent as exists in the US, but as
smart beta picks up momentum in Europe,
we believe it to be the direction of travel over
the next few years.”
McNeil believed that rather than focusing
on whether they can get US equity exposure
for 4bps or 5bps from different providers, it
will be the type of exposure investors are
getting which will become more important.
In Europe, particularly again in the
UK, ETFs face infrastructure issues with
independent financial adviser platforms
often designed to cater more for mutual
funds or unit trusts. This is changing and
the change was partly inspired by the UK’s
2013 Retail Distribution Review which was
designed to encourage transparency on the
cost of investing by the investor, and to stop
financial advisers being remunerated through
commissions rather than fees.
If an IFA is being paid a fee for advice,
rather than taking a commission, ETFs and
mutual funds move onto a level playing field
in the remuneration stakes, surely ensuring
that the ETF industry will just continue to
grow in popularity. n
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Invest from
a new
perspective
– BMO ETFs

Bringing a new perspective to investing with our nine strong suite of solution orientated
ETFs designed to provide investors with high quality portfolio components.
For more information about our ETFs please contact our sales team at: client.service@bmogam.com,
call us on: +44 (0) 20 7011 4444 or visit us at: bmogam.com/etfs

For professional investors only. © 2016 BMO Global Asset Management. All rights reserved. Issued and approved by BMO Global Asset Management, a trading name of F&C
Management Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. CM07698 (06/16)

BMO GLOBAL ASSET MANAGEMENT

Quality strategy brings in
the income
Interview with Marc Knowles
Last November saw BMO Global Asset
Management, part of the Bank of Montreal,
open the European arm of its ETF business
in London.
Marc Knowles, director of ETFs, BMO
Global Asset Management says: “The
Canadian ETF business has been up and
running for seven years, gathering USD23
billion of assets across 66 ETFs. Launching
and developing the ETF business in Europe
is part of the firm’s strategy to build a global
ETF business.”
Since landing in London, the firm has
launched nine income orientated ETFs,
including five equity ‘Income Leader’ ETFs
which combine two strategies, quality and
yield. With this range of ETFs investors benefit
from investment in quality companies that
generate high levels of sustainable income.
Knowles says: “Investors are searching for
yield in fixed income and now, increasingly,
the equity space. Our Equity ‘income
leader’ ETFs are focused on those types of
investors. However dividend strategies alone
can deliver ‘yield traps’, from high income
generating but highly indebted companies for
example. This can be mitigated by applying
a quality screen which is what we have done
through the development of our ‘income
leader’ indices with MSCI.”
MSCI takes the stocks in their parent
universe and selects the securities that score
most highly against three quality variables,
Return on Equity, Earnings variability and
financial leverage. The top 50 per cent
securities by descending order are selected
and then ranked again in descending order
of their dividend yield. Finally, the top 50 per
cent of stocks are selected for the “Income
Leaders” indices.
Given the currency volatility expected
post Brexit, an important feature of the ETF
range is that the ETFs come in both Sterling
hedged and un-hedged forms. This enables
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Marc Knowles, director
of ETFs, BMO Global Asset
Management

investors to remove currency volatility from
the ETF performance if desired.
The Income Leader ETFs are suitable for
investors from institutional to discretionary
fund managers right through to IFAs.
“We are talking to investors across the
spectrum and have seen a high level of
interest from discretionary fund managers,
who are increasingly focused on using low
cost ETFs in the risk rated portfolios.”
BMO have continued the income theme
with the launch of three Global Investment
Grade ETFs with maturity brackets or one to
three, three to seven and seven to ten years
and a global high yield ETF.
Knowles explains. “Given the current
low yield environment, there is a greater
need for investors to have the flexibility to
position where they want to be on the yield
curve and to change the overall duration
of their portfolios to manage yield and
to reduce volatility. We have launched a
suite of innovative investment grade global
corporate bond ETFs offering a spectrum
of maturity bands allowing investors to
precisely position their portfolios on the
yield curve. Additionally, a high yield bond
ETF compliments this product suite. These
innovative instruments can help absorb
interest rate moves effectively. These fixed
income ETFs are hedged into Sterling
to remove currency volatility from the
performance.”
Knowles believes that the ETF industry
is going to continue to grow in assets.
“Wherever you look research indicates
significant growth for ETFs over the coming
years. Investors of all types and size are
increasingly using ETFs in their portfolios as
they look for low cost exposure across asset
classes. BMO Global Asset Management
is focused on bringing ETFs to market that
provide innovative solutions to real investor
challenges.” n
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FIXED INCOME ETFs
GOVERNMENT & CORPORATE BONDS
FROM

Pure physical Government Bond
ETFs with no securities lending

Synthetic Corporate Bond
ETFs for better performance

From the third largest ETF
provider in Europe*
Visit lyxoretf.co.uk or call 0800 707 6956

Lyxor has cut the cost of UK Gilts and US Treasury ETFs to just 0.07%, and UK and US Corporate Bond ETFs to just 0.09%.
So if you want to keep more of your yield, choose Lyxor ETF for bonds as they should be — safe, simple and low cost.

THE POWER TO PERFORM

ETFs & INDEXING

•

ACTIVE INVESTMENT STRATEGIES

•

INVESTMENT PARTNERS

THIS COMMUNICATION IS FOR PROFESSIONAL CLIENTS ONLY
*Source Lyxor Asset Management. Data as of December 2015. This document is for the exclusive use of investors acting on their own account and categorised either as “Eligible Counterparties” or
“Professional Clients” within the meaning of Markets In Financial Instruments Directive 2004/39/EC. These products comply with the UCITS Directive (2009/65/EC). Lyxor International Asset Management
(Lyxor ETF) recommends that investors read carefully the “investment risks” section of the product’s documentation (prospectus and KIID). The prospectus and KIID in English are available free of charge
on www.lyxoretf.com, and upon request to client-services-etf@lyxor.com. Lyxor International Asset Management (Lyxor AM), société par actions simplifiée having its registered office at Tours Société
Générale, 17 cours Valmy, 92800 Puteaux (France), 418 862 215 RCS Nanterre, is authorized and regulated by the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF) under the UCITS Directive and the AIFM Directive
(2011/31/EU). Lyxor ETF is represented in the UK by Lyxor Asset Management UK LLP, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK under Registration Number 435658.

LY X O R A S S E T M A N A G E M E N T

Demand soars for
risk-off ETFs
Interview with Chanchal Samadder

The incredible level of market volatility
arising from the uncertainty over the UK’s
referendum vote has caused a great deal
of de-risking on the part of investors over
recent months.
Chanchal Samadder, Head of UK
and Ireland ETF sales at Lyxor Asset
Management says: “The flows we saw last
year and at the beginning of this year were
into risk assets, equities across the board
geographically but now we are experiencing
a reversal towards a risk-off downside
protection type of environment.”
Risk-off has been dominated by fixed
income, with investment grade credit in
the US proving itself popular with investors
over the last three months. “It’s not just the
referendum, but also the elections in Spain
and everyone is closely watching the Fed
as well which is bringing out a defensive
position in the investors. Money continues to
flow into ETFs but we have seen it in favour
of more defensive assets.”
The securities of choice are investment
grade corporate bonds and government
bonds even though many are under water.
“It is a reflection of the investor mood that
they are willing to pay someone to hold
their money,” Samadder says. “The US has
been a favoured destination because it offers
slightly better yields than the rest of the
developed world.”
Another indication of this risk-off sentiment
shows in flows into Smart Beta ETFs, and
in particular low volatility strategies. “We’ve
seen record flows into risk-based products
such as minimum variance ETFs since the
start of the year,” comments Samadder.
“Approximately EUR2 billion of new money
has flowed into low volatility ETFs listed in
Europe since the start of the year.”
At the beginning of the year, emerging
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Chanchal Samadder, head
of UK and Ireland ETF sales,
Lyxor Asset Management

market bonds were popular but have
become increasingly less so as the year
has advanced. “This reflects the sentiment,”
Samadder says. “Flows are muted now
which has a lot to do with US monetary
policy. If the US does raise rates it could
negatively impact emerging market assets.”
Tactical use of inverse ETFs, expressing
a negative view on the market, has seen
increased flows.
“They provide a daily inverse exposure
to the index to reflect the opposite of the
market move on the market on a daily
basis,” Samadder explains. “But over longer
holding period, these products experience
a negative volatility drag so it is important
investors understand that they are designed
to be used as short term, tactical trading
tools and not buy and hold products.”
The audience for these products tends to
be smaller institutional and retail investors
who trade daily, trying to leverage off the fact
that markets are very volatile at the moment.
Another big theme in the market has been
inflation protection. “The risk of inflation is
to the upside; we have seen slightly better
inflation data in the US and there has been
a lot of flow going into inflation linked bonds
and break even products,” Samadder says.
Lyxor’s Inflation Expectations ETF is
designed to track pure inflation expectations.
“In a normal inflation linked bond you are
exposed to interest rates and inflation; this
hedges out the interest rate component to
give you very little exposure to interest rate
moves,” Samadder explains. It is achieved
by the ETF going long a basket of inflationlinked bonds and short a bond of nominal
bonds of the equivalent duration.
“It gives you protection against rising
interest rates but you are getting exposure to
inflation going up,” he says. n
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Can you profit from FX volatility
in an uncertain world?
We provide Europe’s most comprehensive range
of FX exchange traded products (ETPs).

Rising Foreign Exchange (FX) volatility in these uncertain times presents risks but also
offers investors a diverse choice of investment opportunities. Our range of FX ETPs, which
includes delta-1, short and leveraged FX pairs and currency baskets, delivers Europe’s
widest choice of FX exposures. Our FX ETPs are backed by our regular currency-focused
research and investment ideas, as well as a course of FX focused educational videos.

etfsecurities.com/currenciesdecoded

This communication has been issued and approved for the purpose of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 by ETF Securities (UK) Limited which is authorised and regulated
by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority. Investments may go up or down in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to
future performance. You should consult an independent investment adviser prior to making any investment in order to determine its suitability to your circumstances.
Short and/or leveraged exchange-traded products are only intended for investors who understand the risks involved in investing in a product with short and/ or leveraged exposure and who intend
to invest on a short term basis. Potential losses from short and leveraged exchange-traded products may be magnified in comparison to products that provide an unleveraged exposure.

ETF SECURITIES

Retail demand for ETFs
is growing
Interview with Townsend Lansing
Townsend Lansing, head of ETCs, ETF
Securities reports that the range of investors
using exchange traded commodities (ETCs)
is broadening to include retail investors.
“Interestingly enough in the early days we
probably saw predominantly institutional
investors using them the most,” he says.
“Since 2012, we have seen more and more
retail usage, which we measure via trade
size. We assume that primary market trades
less than USD1 million are direct retail or
retail intermediaries. Trades of that size have
seen a significant increase, which we take
as a representation of increasing interest
from this demographic.”
Lansing believes that much of this is
tactical, with people taking direct currency
views via pair trades. “Within the retail space,
we see most investors trading tactically,
although some people are investing in some
of our basket products for diversification
purposes. Investors are looking at currencies
as an alternative asset class and a
diversifier, and with currency volatility so
much more in the news, people are looking
more and more to invest in currencies.”
The trend is being driven by volatility,
Lansing believes. “For most people,
currencies are in the background and
something you only thought about when you
travelled abroad but with people shying away
from traditional fixed income and equity and
with the big moves in currencies, such as
the Euro/USD or Swiss Franc/Euro, investors
realise they can use ETPs as an access tool
to the currency markets.”
Lansing predicts that currencies will
continue to establish themselves as a fullyfledged asset class in people’s minds in
small amounts: “In the way that commodities
established themselves five to eight years
ago,” he says. “The retail investor couldn’t
get into it before, so we would expect to see
growth in Italy, the UK and Germany.”
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“With the big moves in
currencies, such as the Euro/
USD or Swiss Franc/Euro,
investors realise they can use
ETPs as an access tool to the
currency markets.”
Townsend Lansing, head of
ETCs, ETF Securities

In terms of FX ETCs, ETF Securities lay
claim to being the primary European provider
with 90 per cent of the market, offering
the major pairs USD/Euro/Sterling baskets
for diversified exposure and a short and
leveraged range. “It’s an extensive range,
providing access to the G10 currency pairs
against the USD, EUR and GBP with a
variety of leverage factors,” Lansing says.
And looking forward, the firm is planning to
introduce some emerging market ETCs in
the next six months. They already offer the
Chinese renminbi and Indian rupee but they
are planning to expand and offer more, with
a Turkish lira product in the pipeline.
“Support for our range of FX ETCs has
gone way past just the usual promotional
activities. We have invested significantly
in education via a range of animated
educational videos, to decode currency
investing, as well as providing weekly
research and investment ideas.”
“What we are looking for are investors
who don’t otherwise have the ability to
trade currencies at a wholesale level,”
Lansing says.
“Our FX ETCs offer good value to
investors. You need to invest time in
education and research to build your
knowledge base on FX but in particular
when you compare them with the cost
of setting up the infrastructure of having
someone trade currencies for you, this is a
much simpler method,” Lansing concludes. n
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Your global liquidity
provider for ETFs
Providing liquidity in over 4,700 ETF listings
Access to more than 96 trading venues in 33 countries around the world
Off-exchange trading with over 400 institutional counterparties
Consistency and reliability in virtually all market circumstances

Amsterdam

New York

Singapore

Cluj

For additional information on trading ETFs please visit www.flowtraders.com or contact our trading desks
Europe: +31 20 799 6777
Asia-Pacific: +65 64 171 099
Email: fit@flowtraders.com

FLOW TRADERS

ETFs push through
UK reservations
Interview with Christopher Meyers
Christopher Meyers, head UK & NL
institutional trading at Flow Traders, reports
that over the last 18 months, the firm has
seen an increase in wealth and asset
managers in the UK using ETFs.
Flow Traders is a global principal trading
firm, a technology-enabled liquidity provider
specialising in ETPs and ETFs. The firm
continuously provides liquidity to the major
financial markets, quoting prices on more
than 95 exchanges and providing bid and
ask prices off-exchange to institutional
counterparties on a request-for-quote basis.
The recent surge in interest in ETFs by
wealth managers is partly due to the ETF
providers, particularly in the UK, who have
been pushing into the wealth space, Meyers
says. “It’s predominantly through platforms,
but there has also been a huge marketing
push from firms who would normally offer
share dealing and CFDs to their client base
and are now actively trading ETFs. It’s long
overdue!”
As a firm, Flow Traders is ramping up
to give that market access to more liquidity
and better pricing in ETPs and ETFs. “It
is different from the institutional market,”
Meyers says. “Normally in the retail space,
people would access stocks through IFAs
using managed accounts and platforms. In
the past, most of the platforms would have
used a retail service provider (RSP) and
maybe bunched that trade once a week,
because most of these platforms were set
up on a mutual fund ideology. Whereas now
the exchange traded part of it and intraday
volatility allows more tactical use of ETFs.”
These firms have been pushing their
platforms to get better trading execution,
so Flow Traders is now working to go
live as soon as possible on the RSP. “We
are going to give the retail and the wealth
managers access to our prices over that
trading venue,” he says. “It’s important to
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Christopher Meyers, head
UK & NL institutional trading,
Flow Traders

give them direct access to the real liquidity
providers without another layer of brokers in
the middle.”
Flow Traders enables wealth managers,
IFAs and platform users direct access to
ETFs just like an institutional investor, making
the cost chain as short as possible for
them without having to go through brokers,
Meyers explains.
Conquering the UK’s wealth management
industry has been challenging, he reports.
Whereas in Luxembourg or Switzerland
where ETFs saw easy growth, the
UK industry has been dominated by
mutual funds.
“Wealth managers are now hiring people
to do passive investment analysis and beef
up use of passive investments,” he says.
“In the past it was usually building blocks
of mutual funds, but now comparing like
for like to ETFs, the mutual funds are just
too expensive. Clients are not prepared to
pay 250 bps for discretionary mandates,
particularly against a background of the new
robo-advisor firms with their average cost
of 50-60 bps. Just half a per cent compared
with the traditional wealth managers.
“These disruptions have allowed them to
move into passive investment because they
are cheap and easily tradeable and bring
their overall costs down as a whole.”
Meyers says his firm has observed that
the UK has been lagging a bit on ETF use
but he strongly believes that the arrival of
Mifid II will bring further disruption. “More
and more transparency both on what
levels trades are executed (Mifid II) forcing
execution venues and trading desks to look
for the cheapest route achieving best price,
together with fees for managed accounts
and the fact they are easily comparable
versus the Robo and online Advisory, will
further grow the ETF market and push it to
new highs in 2016 and beyond.” n
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